
You are now ready to mount your device to the
dashboard phone holder. Your car charger can be 
used as normal while device is mounted.

Dual USB Car Charger with 
Magnetic Phone Holder Combo 
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Prepare the surface of the dashboard.
Clean the surface of the dashboard with a damp,
clean, lint free cloth
(not included) and
allow to dry.
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Adhere the phone holder to the dashboard.
Stick one side of the double sided tape [2] onto the
base of the phone holder [1] and then adhere the
phone holder to the dashboard. Be sure to remove
the special seal from the double sided tape before 
mounting. Press the phone holder firmly in place for
10 seconds to ensure all surfaces are properly adhered.  
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Adhere the metal mounting pad to your device.
Using the double sided sticker [3], adhere the
appropriate size metal mounting pad to the back of
your device. Please note: Use pad [A] for big devices
or pad [B] for small devices.
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Mount your device.4

Your dashboard phone holder is made from high quality
materials and should be treated with care to prolong
use and protect your warranty;

   Keep all devices and accessories out of the reach
of small children.

   Keep the device dry and clean.

   Precipitation, humidity and all types of liquids or
moisture can contain minerals that may corrode the 
surface or affect proper adhesion of your device. If your
device gets wet, allow it to dry completely before use. 

   To avoid the electronic components being damaged,
do not use or store the device in dusty, dirty areas.

Product Care, Maintenance & Warranty.5
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